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Abstract - In the paper a model of the traffic in the LAN is
presented. In the model the most important components influ-
encing the network traffic are taken into account. Namely, the
transmission protocols and information buffering, operational
systems and queuing algorithms as well as users' behavior
working with the network applications are considered. The
model is based on an "on-off" function. The network traffic
observed at the physical layer is a superposition of many se-
quential and self-similar "on-off" processes. It has been shown
that self-similarity of the traffic measured by Hurst parameter
changing from almost 1.0 for very low frequencies to 0.5 for
high frequencies. Implications, which are derived from the
model, are described in the conclusion.

Index Ternm-network protocols, traffic model, components
traffic

I. INTRODUCTION

Computer network traffic has a very complex and time
depended structure. The layers in network ISO/OSI model
perform specific tasks, which are concurrent with other tasks
running in the computer system. Information flows between
layers sequentially but this flow is not laminar due to buffer-
ing and CPU time sharing. In the layer protocol model many
competitive tasks are being performed at the same time.
This has significant impact on the shape of the network traf-
fic. The signal processed in the physical layer is the super-
position of all signals in the remaining layers of the link.

In the first model of the network traffic, proposed by Er-
lang in 1920s the Poisson process was used in analyzing the
traffic in the telecommunication networks [1].

Networks with packet switching properties were devel-
oped in 70-ths. At that time most of analytical models of
computer networks were based on simplified exponential
approximations. In these models both intervals between
packets and duration of packets were described by exponen-
tial relationships. These models were not capable to repre-
sent correlations between neighboring events. These defi-
ciencies were partially eliminated in models based on the
Markov processes [2].

Regressive models are also used for the network traffic
approximation. They are described by the value of the ran-
dom variable (or the sequence of random variables), which
are defined by the linear combination preceding random
variables. Several such models were already described [3,
4]:

- DAR - Discrete Autoregressive model,
- MA - Moving Average model,
- ARMA - Autoregressive Moving Average model,
- ARIMA - Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average

model.
A common property of all autoregressive models is that

the interval between subsequent events is expressed as a lin-
ear combination of previous intervals and randomly intro-
duced values.

The Markov stream and autoregressive streams are dis-
tinguished by the inner correlation fading in an exponential
way, so they are relatively efficient. The stream occur-
rences' models are as follows:

- FBM - Fractional Brownian Traffic [5]
- FARIMA - Fractional Autoregressive Integrated Mov-

ing Average model [6, 7, 8],
- "on-off' model [9].
With the introduction of Intemet properties network traf-

fic has changed significantly. Many modem tratfic analysis
lead to the conclusion that there is a stronger correlation in
stream of events than were earlier observed. These types of
processes are known as long-memory processes. At different
time scales (milliseconds, seconds, hours) some correlations
can be observed which are described by the termn of self-
similarity.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we give
a brief definition of self-similarity and estimation methods
of self-similarity from measured data. In Section III, we
proposed the network model with the components signifi-
cantly influencing the network traffic. In Section IV, we
presents experimental verification. Finally, we summarize
this paper in Section V.

II. BACKGROUND

The self-similarity is defined as:
Stream of events:

itn nloI - 113,t2 3-.,tn!,..
is self-similar [3], if

rs) = (s) t(s) ,..., t ,...

or

(1)

(2)

(3)I t)nIn=d
and this is valid independently of time scaling

Stream of events (1) is exactly self-similar with parame-
ter O<<fl, if correlation function (2) is fulfilling the follow-
ing condition

Var ({) }= Cd

t(s) (k) =-A (k)
(4)
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For every s, k = 1, 2, ..., where s is time scale for subs
quent k time intervals between events.

Stream of events (1) asymptotically self-similar with
parameter O0<az<, if

I Var (s)}=(s

l(s)(k) p(k)
The measure of self-similarity is the Hurst parameter i]

troduced by H. E. Hursta [10].
The Hurst parameter can be evaluated in several ways:

- using rescaled adjusted range plot of R/S s a functic
of time [3,6,11, 12],

- using variance-time plot ofR/S s a function of time
6, 13],

- using periodogram [6],
- using Wittle's estimator [6].
The Hurst parameter for self-similar processes is in th

range of O.S<H<]. For two identical processes H=J. Lov
values of Hurst parameter indicates larger differences in
processes and for H=O.5 processes are not correlated (lik
white noise)

Simple "on-off' models are commonly used to descrit
random nature of the network traffic [13, 14]. The on
model successfully captures the second-order correlation
traffic, in particular their Long Range Dependence (LR
The "on" states are interlaced by the "off' states. Sourc
transmitting the packet in the "on" state while "off' s
exists when there is no packet transmission. Therefore,
source works on the principle of the switch between the
lowing active and inactive states.

Let X(t), t>=O is the stationary process in which [9]:

I1for interwal "on"
Xi (t) = Ofi.tlf,i=1,2,3,......,M~0 for interwal "off'1=,3.

X(t)

on on on on

0 ~~off Foff["7 off
ton off on off on toff ton

Fig. 1. An example ofan "on-off' process.

The distribution of time interval for ,,on" state is given by
[ F(t)=0 t<d

I - F(t) = (df t>d, l<a<2

d- minimal time interval for ,,on" state
Average time interval for ,,on" state for 1< a<2 is:

_ ad
ton (8

a -
The time interval for ,,off' state is described by classical
random distribution with the mean value ti- . The probabil-
ity that the stream is in the "on" state is given by:

ton (9
ton + toff

e- The average intensity of streams' components is:
E{X,(t)}=P , i=1,2,...,M

while resultant intensity is:

E{EXi(t)} = Mp
i_1

(5) In the case when function
M

x(t) = ZXi(t)
n- i=l

is asymptotically self-similar (5):
lim kts) (k) = p,(k) =

D)n +1(k)3-a_ 2k3-a + (k - 1)3a, k>O
2

[3, and
pb(-k)= ,(k) ,k<0

then

ze lim k1(k)=
verIk-o

(10)

(1 1)

(12)

(13)

(14)

(15)

Assuming that the correlation function decay exponentially

p,(k)-7 0</<<1 (16)
Ikian t

and that:

H=1-p
2

(17)

is then

te H 3-a (18)
e 2
1- The typical switching is between 1 and 0 states ("on" and

"off' states) is random. This randomness reflects a human's
behavior at a computer as well as the applications employ-
ing the network services. The traffic "on-off' model is also
connected with the client-server model. In the "on" state cli-

) ent sends request to server and server is expecting a request.
In the "off' state client waits for the response and server is
generating request. Lengths of the "on" and "off' are ran-
dom process, as well as the length of neighboring, following
intervals "on-off'.

The superposition of such sources results in the LRD ob-
served in network traffic. This was described in [15] where
the "on-off' traffic models were derived as a superposition
of a large number of "on-off' sources, with heavy-tailed
"on" and/or "off' periods.

In the papers [16, 17] authors presented a new model
) called "alpha-beta on-off model" which is a composition of

two different "on-off' models.
There is a strong tendency for adaptation of TCP/IP pro-

tocols for industrial environment [18]. This technology is
used in industry dedicated network technologies due to both
significant increase of TCP/IP throughput and its easy inte-
gration with ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) systems
which need open environment [19]. In industrial environ-
ment there is a lot of real time processes and this creates ad-
ditional constraints on the network protocols. For the more
optimal use of network protocols a better understanding of

) the network traffic and its origin is required. New, better
network models would be essential for easier adaptation of
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TCP/IP protocols in industry.

III. PROPOSED TRAFFIC MODEL

The human behavior has a significant impact on Internet
services with an access to remote multimedia information
libraries (video and sound), www-pages searching and in-
creasing number of e-business applications (e.g. VoIP). The
usage of the network is mainly based on the review of the
information resources and on their transfer. The whole proc-
ess is conveyed to a simple model of "on" (connecting) and
"off' (thinking or reviewing and the decision about an even-
tual collection of existing stock) processes.

It is obvious that relatively intensive network traffic in
LAN is generated when the users start their work. At the be-
ginning of the day the most of the intemet traffic is related
to various e-mail services. Later, other kind of internet traf-
fic like web browsing, ftp file transferring, and remote com-
puter operation become dominant. Another characteristic
feature is the tendency to copy the day's schedule, which
results frequently from company internal rules and work
time set up. In consequence of a wide scale of marketing ac-
tion or the temporal fashion, it happens that in a very short
period of time (even minutes) the number of visitors on one
server is growing many times.

Time

xuI

Fig. 2. The network model with the components significantly influenc-
ing the network traffic where: Xu, XA, Xi, XL, Xp are "on-off processes
depending on the user behavior, the application and application layer, in-

termediate layers, the link layer and the physical layer respectively.

The traffic burst, for example, can be due to people's
preferences caused by an advertisement. Consequently, the
human's behaviors are a very important aspect to understand
the causality of self-similar phenomenon originated in the
network. So, the self-similarity cannot be explained without
deep analysis of the way the individuals use the computer
network. Self-similarity is not only conditioned by transition
protocols and computer systems but also it is strictly con-
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nected with such disciplines like psychology and sociology.
In order to better describe the traffic network, the model

must take into account all essential factors, which influence
that traffic. To achieve a correct description of the network
traffic several factors such as: human behavior, the proper-
ties of the operational system, the processes scheduling al-
gorithm, and features of transmit protocols have to be ana-
lyzed. Most of the network applications use TCP/IP proto-
col and this has a significant impact on the shape of network
traffic. The information between the user's application and
the physical layer is sequentially converting (transforming)
by several processes like coding, fragmentarization, buffer-
ing and the headers and tail adding. Thus, a communication
between processes has significant influence on the traffic.
The proposed model, as shown in Fig. 2, is based on the
ISO-OSI network model, which was enhanced by mentioned
above traffic properties.

Individual components of the models represents network
traffic generators with different frequency ranges for "on -
off' processes. The proposed model will be verified by
measuring Hurst parameter for network traffic for different
time scale (s) Changing from 103S to 10-3S.

The higher frequencies analysis (>10 Hz) shows an influ-
ence of used protocol algorithms, operational system and
information buffering. E.g. a frequency of ready processes
(i.e. processes in run queue) context switches varies from
about 10 to 100 Hz. The influence of the particular compo-
nents on the shape of corresponding function X(t) presents
Fig. 3.
XU

xu

XA 1

0

xos I

0 Pu00fif OH H BUHH [fD!

Fig. 3. An example of various "on-off' functions modeling network traffic
generators: Xu - the user, XA - applications and application layer and Xos

- operational system respectively.

In the model shown in Fig. 2 the components can be
characterized by "on-off' functions, which are switched
with different frequencies (/) in following domains:
Xu - human's withfS 10-2 Hz,
XA - the network processes embedded in network applica-
tion with 10-2 S f -<1 Hz,
Xos - the queuing of the processes to CPU with 10 S f S
102 Hz,
i- the i-th process realizing information conversion ac-

cordingly to network layer protocols with 10 <fS103 Hz,
XL - link layer withf' 103 Hz
Xp - signal in the physical layer expressed in packets per
second.
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nbXp(t) t f1[Xi (t) +X (t)
i=1

Considering components ofthe model:

bXp(t) t [Xu (t)] * XA (t)+XA ()1 2

[XOS(t)+XOS(t)] [XL(t)+XL(t)]
and assuming that maximum throughput is equal P,,x one
can obtain throughput I from (22) as:

(23)

XSO
IV. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION

Experimental verification of the proposed model was
done on the local network of the University of Information
Technology and Management in Rzeszow. This network
consistes 550 computers PC, 2 routers and 30 servers.

Fig. 4. Electrical equivalents ofthe model of Fig. 2.

Taking into account that in physical layer observed traf-
fic is a superposition of mentioned above components, we

propose the following formula for its description:

n

Xp(t +Atps) = [Xi(t +Apj ) +Xb(tbS ] (9~~~~~~~~i(+t (19)
i11

where:
X - function describing behavior of i-th layer.
Xfb - function describing behavior of i-th bufor.

Atp - time of signal propagation in computer system,

Atb - time of signal propagation in the buffers.

Since:

Atpi, Atpi << tON tOFF (20)

thus from (19):

Fig. 5. The configuration LAN University of Information Technology and
Management in Rzeszow.

In measurement of the traffic in the LAN network the fol-
lowing equipment was used:

Process snoop - network operational system UNIX So-
laris 9,

Link View Classic - the special kart to the analysis net-
work traffic. The LinkView Classic Network Analyzer is a

self-contained, software-only LAN analyzer that works with
most third party Ethemet or Token Ring Network adapter
cards.

Typical shape of the traffic in LAN is shown in Fig. 6,
Fig. 7 and Fig. 8.
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the traffic LAN presents Fig. 9.
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Fig. 6. Real traffic shape in the LAN.
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Fig. 7. An example of night and day traffic to selected LAN server.
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Fig. 8. Real traffic in LAN during the week to the University of Informa-
tion Technology and Management in Rzeszow. The measurements started

Sunday midnight (time gradation At = 60s).

To check the influence of the processor load on the gen-
eration traffic in LAN, the measurement of the file (size 150
MB) sending to use FTP protocol, between two computers
(Sun Blade 100, processor Spark 400 MHz, memory
256MB, operational system: Unix Solaris 9) was done.
These measurements were done in two different conditions:

- station was loaded only by system and transmission
processes

- station was additionally loaded with user processes.
It was observed that with the increase of server load

originated by uses processes the transmission time of infor-
mation increases. At the same time the level of traffic
slightly decreases. The influence of the processor load on

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23

Tine slS

w+oLuserpoces --- tUhfouruser presses -- wit userpresses
Fig. 9. The dependence of accumulated network traffic (gradation - At=Is)
in time; without user processes in queue to the CPU and with four and six

user processes in queue to the CPU.

To investigate the self-similarities of the traffic, the traf-
fic was analyzed under different gradations At conditions.
The results are shown on Fig. 10.
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Fig. tO. The total transmitted data for different gradation of the time meas-

urement and traffic accumulation.

The traffic in all these cases is self-similar with the Hurst
parameter of 0,5 - 1. Tab. 1 presents the obtained values of
the Hurst parameter.
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Tab. 1. Hurst parameter as a function of frequency estimated by R/S
and Variance Plot analysis for the results of the traffic measurements in
LAN.

Sampling frequency R/S analysis Variance Plot
[Hz] 0.91_0.8
0.001 0.91 0.89
.0.01 0.84 0.86
0.1 0.79 0.78
1 0.69 0.66
10 0.64 0.63
100 0.58 0.57
1000 0.54 0.53

The standard deviation for experimental results is lower
than 0.03 for both methods. Since both methods produce a
similar values of Hurst parameters H; therefore, one can be
consider them as trustful.
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Fig. 11. The graph of transmitted data for different time of averaging.

V. RECAPITULATION AND CONCLUSIONS

The traffic of a computer network is a very complex self-
similar phenomenon, dependent on many factors and con-
sisting of the component with frequencies in wide spectrum.
The highest frequency of the traffic is generated by the link
layer but the human is a low frequency component genera-
tor. The obtained results show that a major influence on traf-
fic self-similarity is man's behavior as network traffic "gen-
erator". This conclusion can be drawn from high values of
Hurst parameter for low frequencies (Tab. 1).

Another important factor is the operational system, espe-
cially its queuing algorithm of the processes and the per-
formance of the computer system.

Our investigation verified that the model we propose
qualitatively agrees with observed traffic and include the
most important components - traffic generators. Further re-
search both on human behavior when using the network ap-
plications as well as on transmission protocol running under
operational system in computer system should give us the
possibility to model precisely the X(t) function for all con-
sidered model components.
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